Encoding of event timing in the phase of neural oscillations
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A B S T R A C T

Time perception is a critical component of conscious experience. To be in synchrony with the environment, the brain must deal not only with differences in the speed of light and sound but also with its computational and neural transmission delays. Here, we asked whether the brain could actively compensate for temporal delays by changing its processing time. Specifically, can changes in neural timing or in the phase of neural oscillation index perceived timing? For this, a lag-adaptation paradigm was used to manipulate participants’ perceived audiovisual (AV) simultaneity of events while they were recorded with magnetoencephalography (MEG). Desynchronized AV stimuli were presented rhythmically to elicit a robust 1 Hz frequency-tagging of auditory and visual cortical responses. As participants’ perception of AV simultaneity shifted, systematic changes in the phase of entrained neural oscillations were observed. This suggests that neural entrainment is not a passive response and that the entrained neural oscillation shifts in time. Crucially, our results indicate that shifts in neural timing in auditory cortices linearly map participants’ perceived AV simultaneity. To our knowledge, these results provide the first mechanistic evidence for active neural compensation in the encoding of sensory event timing in support of the emergence of time awareness.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

While dedicated neural structures for time perception have been described (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Coull et al., 2004; Harrington et al., 1998; Ivry and Schlerf, 2008; Morillon et al., 2009; Treisman et al., 1990; van Wassenhove, 2009; Wittmann, 2009, 2013), the encoding of sensory event timing has been proposed to result from the intrinsic dynamics of neural populations not necessarily dedicated to temporal processing (Johnston and Nishida, 2001; Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007; van Wassenhove, 2009). For instance, the timing of a colored visual patch could be encoded in the dynamics of the neural population dedicated to the analysis of color (Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007; Moutoussis and Zeki, 1997). In this non-dedicated view, the latency of neural responses could provide an index for event timing (Johnston and Nishida, 2001; Zeki and Bartels, 1998). Under this latency code hypothesis, timing mechanisms are based on the changes of neural routing delays in sensory areas coding for a specific sensory attribute (Moutoussis and Zeki, 1997; Zeki and Bartels, 1998). To date however, electroencephalographic (EEG) studies have reported little-to-no correspondence between neural latencies and participants' perceived timing (McDonald et al., 2005; Vibell et al., 2007), and rather suggest that it is the phase of neural oscillations that plays a crucial role in the encoding of visual event timing (Chakravarthi and Vanrullen, 2012; Gho and Varela, 1988).

We here provide further evidence that the encoding of event timing is realized in the phase of neural oscillations (auditory cortex). It is well known that distinct phases of low-frequency neural oscillations are associated with periods of high and low neural excitability (Buzsáki, 2010; Lakatos et al., 2008). These fluctuations have been shown to impose temporal constraints on the “what” of perception by modulating the perceptual detection threshold of various stimuli (Busch et al., 2009; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; Henry and Oleseser, 2012; Monte et al., 2008; Neuling et al., 2012). They have also been proposed to serve parsing and informational chunking of sensory information over time (VanRullen and Koch, 2003) notably for complex temporal structures such as speech (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012). Indeed, neural oscillations are known to be entrained to external rhythms (Rees et al., 1986; Regan, 1966) and this entrainment may allow the alignment of cortical processing to the timing of sensory events (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). As such, this mechanism naturally provides a means for the brain to internalize external temporal regularities (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). In line with this proposal, the phase of low-frequency neural oscillations has been...
shown to reflect temporal expectancy or predictability of event timing (Stefanics et al., 2010). Here, we hypothesize that the brain could use oscillatory entrainment to establish a temporal reference frame and we thus ask whether the phase of entrained neural oscillations actually encodes the “when” of perception. Specifically, the preferred phase of oscillatory entrainment is known to be context-dependent (Besle et al., 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Lakatos et al., 2008; Rees et al., 1986), suggesting that neural entrainment may not be a passive neural response. Additionally, preferential phases of entrained neural oscillations are subject-specific (Besle et al., 2011), making this neural index particularly well-suited for investigating the highly subjective and variable nature of time perception.

To test the specific hypothesis that the phase of an entrained neural oscillation directly informs on the variability of conscious timing, we transiently shifted participants’ perceived timing using a lag-adaptation paradigm (Fujisaki et al., 2004; Miyazaki et al., 2006; Vroomen et al., 2004). Fig. 1 provides an overview of the experimental paradigm. During the induced changes of perceived timing, participants’ brain activity was recorded with magnetoencephalography (MEG). During a given lag-adaptation block, audiovisual stimuli were presented rhythmically to induce an entrainment of oscillatory activity in sensory cortices. Analysis of MEG data showed that the preferential phase of entrained neural oscillations shifted during adaptation. Crucially, phase shifts of neural oscillatory entrainment in auditory cortex mirrored individuals’ perceived simultaneity.

Materials and methods

Participants

Nineteen participants (7 females, mean age: 24 years old) took part in the study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal color vision and normal hearing, and were naive as to the purpose of the study. Each participant provided a written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2008) and the Ethics Committee on Human Research at NeuroSpin (Gif-sur-Yvette, France). Three subjects were excluded from the study: one subject did not finish the experiment, and two were unable to perform the temporal order judgment task properly. A total of sixteen participants were thus considered for MEG analyses.

Stimuli

The experiment was written in Matlab using the Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997). Visual stimuli consisted of disks lasting 16.7 ms (1 frame). A visual annulus (9.5° of visual angle) consisted in the superposition of circles with different shades of gray. Visual stimuli were projected at a 60 Hz refresh rate onto a screen placed 90 cm away from participants seated under the MEG dewar. Auditory stimuli consisted of 16 ms duration white noise (incl. 5 ms fade-in and fade-out). Auditory stimuli were presented via Etymotic earphones (Etymotic Research Inc., USA).

Procedure

Two types of blocks were used in this experiment namely, lag-adaptation (3 conditions: S, A200V or V200A) and temporal order judgment (TOJ) blocks. In the lag-adaptation blocks (Fig. 1B), a series of simultaneous (S) or desynchronized audiovisual events were displayed (A200V: audition leading vision by 200 ms or V200A: vision leading audition by 200 ms). During the lag-adaptation block, a stream of 65 AV stimuli was presented. The stream of AV events was displayed at an average rate of 1 Hz; the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between two successive auditory or visual stimuli was randomly chosen from a normal distribution with a mean of 1 s and a standard deviation of 100 ms: thus, each SOA has 95% probability to fall between 804 ms and 1196 ms. The first 20 AV events and the last 15 AV events in the stream were made up of stimuli with a constant temporal lag. Three lags were tested: in the S condition, AV stimuli were synchronously displayed (lag = 0 ms); in the A200V condition, the sound preceded the visual stimulus by 200 ms and in the V200A condition, the visual stimulus preceded the sound by 200 ms. During the lag-adaptation block, participants were asked to count the number of temporal deviants that were introduced in the middle part of the lag-adaptation block. Temporal AV deviants consisted of desynchronized AV stimuli that deviated from the constant lag introduced at the beginning of the block. This task was introduced to insure that participants attended the temporal dimension of the AV stream which was reported to enhance temporal recalibration effects (Heron et al., 2010). Crucially however, only the first 20 and last 15 AV stimuli are reported here namely the periods during which no temporal deviants were introduced. Each lag-adaptation block was systematically followed by a TOJ in which participants’ subjective simultaneity of AV events was evaluated. In the TOJ blocks, AV stimuli were displayed with delays ranging from $+/-317$, $+/-217$, $+/-133$, $+/-67$ to 0 (a negative delay corresponds to the auditory leads and a positive delay corresponds to the visual leads). After each presentation of an AV pair, participants had to judge which of the sound or the visual event appeared first in a two alternative forced choice (2-AFC). Each condition was tested four times leading to a total of 36 trials in the TOJ blocks. The experiment started and ended with 45 blocks (i.e. 4 times S + TOJ). Other blocks were alternated between

Fig. 1. Experimental design. (A) Three different audiovisual (AV) lag-adaptations were tested: simultaneous AV presentation (S, black), sound leading visual by 200 ms (A200V, red) and visual leading sound by 200 ms (V200A, green). Each lag-adaptation block was followed by a temporal order judgment (TOJ) block during which participants reported which of the auditory or visual event occurred first. One MEG session comprised eight blocks of each lag-adaptation (S, V200A and A200V). S blocks were run at the beginning and at the end of the MEG session; A200V and V200A alternated within the session. (B) In all lag-adaptation blocks, 65 AV stimuli were presented at an average rate of 1 Hz with a random jitter of $+/-100$ ms. This experimental manipulation was designed to elicit neural entrainment at 1 Hz in sensory cortices.
A200v and V200A condition. In total, each condition was run in 8 lag-adaptation + TOJ blocks leading to a total of 24 blocks (Fig. 1A).

Data acquisition and preprocessing

MEG data acquisition

Brain magnetic fields were collected in a magnetically shielded room using the whole-head Elekta Neuromag Vector View 306 MEG system (Neuromag Elektro Ltd, Helsinki) equipped with 102 triple-sensor elements (two orthogonal planar gradiometers and one magnetometer per location). Participants were seated in the upright position. Participants’ head position was measured before each block with four head position coils (HPI) placed over the frontal and mastoid areas. Three fiducial points (nasion, left and right pre-auricular areas) and were used during the digitization procedure to help coregistration with anatomical MRI. MEG recordings were sampled at 1 kHz; band-pass filtered between 0.03 Hz and 330 Hz and used Maxshield. The electro-occulograms (EOG, horizontal and vertical eye movements) and electrocardiogram (ECG) were simultaneously recorded with MEG. Before each experiment, a so-called empty room recording of about 1 min with no subject sitting under the dewar was acquired for the computation of the noise covariance matrix.

MEG data preprocessing

Signal space separation (SSS) was applied to decrease the impact of external noise (Taulu et al., 2003). SSS correction, head movement compensation, and bad channel rejection were done using MaxFilter Software (Elekta Neuromag). Signal-space projection (SSP) was computed by principal component analysis (PCA) using Graph software (Elekta Neuromag). Signal-space projection (SSP) was computed by principal component analysis (PCA) using Graph software (Elekta Neuromag) to correct for eye-blinks and cardiac artifacts (Uusitalo and Ilmoniemi, 1997). A rejection criterion for epochs was applied for gradiometers with amplitude exceeding 4000 e-13 T/m.

Structural MRI acquisition

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used to provide high-resolution structural images of individual’s brain. The anatomical MRI was recorded using a 3-T Siemens Trio MRI scanner. Parameters of the sequence were: voxel size: 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.1 mm; acquisition time: 466 s; repetition time TR = 2300 ms; and echo time TE = 2.98 ms.

Anatomical MRI segmentation

Volumetric segmentation of participants’ anatomical MRI and cortical surface reconstruction was performed with the FreeSurfer software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000). These procedures were used for group analysis with the MNE suite software (http://www.martinos.org/mne/). Individuals’ current estimates were registered onto the FreeSurfer average brain for group-level statistical analysis.

Data analysis

MEG source reconstruction

Individual forward solutions for all source locations located on the cortical sheet were computed using a 3-layers boundary element model (BEM) (Hämäläinen and Sarvas, 1989) constrained by the individual’s anatomical MRI. Cortical surfaces extracted with FreeSurfer were sub-sampled to about 5120 equally spaced vertices on each hemisphere. The noise covariance matrix for each individual was estimated from the raw empty room MEG recordings preceding the individual’s MEG acquisition. The forward solution, noise covariance and source covariance matrices were used to calculate the dSPM estimates (Dale et al., 1999). The inverse computation was done using a loose orientation constraint (loose = 0.2, depth = 0.8) (Lin et al., 2006). The cortically constrained reconstructed sources were then registered, morphed, onto the FreeSurfer average brain for group-level statistical analysis that was performed with MNE-python (Gramfort et al., 2013, 2014).

Labels of interest

We restricted the analysis to labels of interest in auditory and visual sensory cortices in the right hemisphere on the average Freesurfer brain after morphing. Known hemispheric asymmetries in auditory cortex have consequences on the signal-to-noise ratio of MEG recordings across hemispheres (Shaw et al., 2013). Consistent with this, a great majority of our participants showed a higher and more reliable SNR in the right hemisphere. Labels were drawn individually based on the following two criteria: (i) maximum amplitude of the M100 response to auditory (resp. visual) stimulus or on the auditory (resp. visual) label; and (ii) consistency with functional anatomy. Individuals’ labels are presented in Fig. S2 superimposed on the FreeSurfer average brain.

Event-related fields and source reconstruction

Event-related fields (ERF) were computed by averaging 15 trials at the beginning and at the end of a lag-adaptation block. Data were gathered across the 8 lag-adaptation blocks for each asynchrony condition (S, A200V, V200A). For auditory ERF, the stimulus onset was locked to the sound onset; for visual ERF, the stimulus onset was locked to the visual stimulus. Data were segmented in epochs of 1 s (400 ms pre- and 600 ms post-stimulus onset). Baseline correction was applied using the first 200 ms of the epoch (−400 to −200 ms pre-stimulus onset). The inverse solver used to localize the sources was then applied on the averaged normed evoked data. The normalization procedure was done to alleviate source cancellation when averaging sources within a label of interest, and across subjects (Gross et al., 2013). The comparisons of evoked responses between conditions were computed using a non-parametric permutation test. Correction for multiple comparisons was performed with cluster level statistics using as base statistic Student t-test computed at each time sample (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). Only temporal clusters with corrected p-value ≤ 0.05 are reported.

Power spectrum analysis

Low-frequency components in the frequency spectra could either originate from neural entrainment to the 1 Hz stimulation or from noise having a power spectrum density with 1/f distribution. To substantiate a peak neural entrainment at 1 Hz, the 1/f component was removed by subtracting at each frequency bin the mean power of the neighboring frequency values (4 frequency values were: [fo − 0.14Hz; fo − 0.07 Hz; fo + 0.07 Hz; fo + 0.14 Hz]). (Nozaradan et al., 2011).

Phase analyses

The first 5 trials of each lag-adaptation block were discarded as they constituted transient episodes before the establishment of the steady-state regime (Capilla et al., 2011). Hence, an equal number of 15 trials (or stimuli) at the beginning and at the end of a lag-adaptation period were considered for analysis. Single trial data were convolved with a 3-cycle Morlet wavelet centered at 1 Hz with a full width at half maximum of the power in the frequency domain of [0.7 Hz, 1.3 Hz] (Keil et al., 2013) (Fig. 2). Epoch lengths were 4 s and centered on the visual or on the auditory stimulus onset. From the coefficients obtained with wavelet convolution the instantaneous phase at visual or auditory onset was extracted (as indicated in the text where relevant). Subsequent analyses were done on the distribution of phase values across
trials gathered across specific condition, namely: the beginning or end of a lag-adaptation period, conditions S, A200V or V200A and for each participant.

Phase uniformity test

Phase distributions were submitted to Rayleigh's test for uniformity of phase data (Fisher, 1995). A significant Rayleigh test ($p \leq 0.05$) indicates that the distribution of phases shows a phase preference. If significance was reached, the circular mean of each distribution was computed and used for phase/ERFs and phase/behavior correlation analyses.

For each participant and each condition, a Rayleigh test was performed. If all three conditions passed the test, entrainment was considered to be true for that participant. When separating trials between the beginning and the end of a lag-adaptation period, a criterion of two out of three conditions passing the Rayleigh test was considered evidence for entrainment.

The phase-locking value (PLV) (Lachaux et al., 1999) is defined as:

$$PLV(t) = \frac{1}{K} \left| \sum_{k=1}^{K} e^{i \theta(t, k)} \right|$$

where $K$ is the number of trials, and $\theta(t, k)$ is the instantaneous phase at time $t$ and trial $k$. PLVs were computed to assess intra-subject variability in the preferential phase.

Statistical comparison of phase distributions

To assess statistical significance of phase shifts between 2 conditions (e.g. A and B), bootstrap measure of 95% confidence interval was used on the phase distribution of the paired differences A–B (Fisher, 1995).

Phase distributions A and B were statistically different if the mean of the difference was statistically different from zero, i.e. if zero lies outside the measured confidence interval ($p \leq 0.05$).

Psychophysics — point of subjective simultaneity

The percentage of “visual first” responses during the TOJ task following the lag-adaptation period (S, V200A, and A200V) were plotted as a function of AV asynchrony and fitted with a logistic regression to a sigmoid function of the form:

$$fit = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{data - PSS}{JND}\right)}$$

From each individual fit, the point of subjective simultaneity (PSS) value and the just noticeable difference (JND) were estimated. The PSS corresponds to the AV asynchrony at which an individual responds at chance level (50%) in a TOJ task and thus taken as a true subjective simultaneity estimate (Vroomen and Keetels, 2010).

Results

Participants underwent a series of alternating lag-adaptation and TOJ blocks while being recorded with MEG. Three AV delays were tested (Figs. 1A–B): simultaneous AV presentations (S, control condition), a sound leading a visual event by 200 ms (A200V) and a visual event leading a sound by 200 ms (V200A). Each TOJ block allowed establishing an individual’s psychometric curve following each lag-adaptation block as well as deriving the progression of the individual’s point of subjective simultaneity (PSS). Our hypothesis was that changes in neural activity during lag-adaptation would predict changes in subjects’ perceived
simultaneity. First, we tested the latency code hypothesis by comparing the event-related responses at the beginning and at the end of the lag-adaptation. We then tested the phase code hypothesis by comparing the phase of the entrained neural oscillation at the beginning and the end of the adaptation (Supplementary Fig. S1).

**Stable evoked activity in sensory cortices during adaptation**

Auditory and visual event-related fields (ERFs) were source-reconstructed. The resulting time-source series were separately averaged in the auditory and visual labels. In all three lag-adaptation conditions, visual evoked responses were comparable with no significant modulations of the visual evoked responses by auditory stimuli (Figs. 2A–C). To the contrary, clear modulations of the auditory evoked responses by the presence of visual stimuli were observed (Figs. 2D–F) in both A200V and V200A. The auditory evoked response profiles in A200V and V200A significantly differed (p ≤ 0.05): in V200A, a ramping modulation of the auditory evoked response was observed −70 ms prior to sound onset whereas in A200V, a significant modulation of the auditory evoked response at −300 ms post-sound onset was observed. The modulations of the auditory evoked responses remained steady throughout the lag-adaptation block and did not significantly differ between the beginning and the end of a given lag-adaptation block. If, as hypothesized, changes in perceived timing were caused by changes in the neural timing of auditory and visual cortices during lag-adaptation, the latency of evoked activity did not appear to be a good candidate to capture this change. These observations are in agreement with previous findings on evoked-related-potential literature (McDonald et al., 2005).

**Non-stationarity of the entrained neural oscillations during lag-adaptation**

As predicted by the rate of AV stimulation during lag-adaptation, neural activity over long time scales displayed periodic fluctuations at 1 Hz i.e. oscillatory entrainment or frequency-tagging: a characteristic frequency peak at 1 Hz was clearly observable in auditory and visual power spectra (Figs. 3B, D) and in single-trial data (Figs. 3A, C). No significant changes in 1 Hz power were found between the beginning and the end of a given lag-adaptation period irrespective of the experimental condition.

Additionally, 1 Hz oscillatory activity showed a significant phase-locking in both sensory cortices. Phase preferences of the 1 Hz oscillation were tested using a Rayleigh test against uniformity (p < 0.05). At the beginning of all lag-adaptation periods (S, A200V, and V200A), phase preferences were found to be significant in both sensory cortices for 15 participants; at the end of all lag-adaptation periods (S, A200V, and V200A), significant phase preferences were found for all participants. For all conditions and in both sensory cortices, the observed phase locking values (PLV, index of the variance of phase distributions) did not significantly differ between the beginning and the end of each lag-adaptation period (Supplementary Table S1). Altogether, these results show the existence of robust phase preferences in all conditions throughout the course of the experiment.

However, and unlike the power of the entrained 1 Hz oscillation, the phase of the 1 Hz oscillatory component did not appear to be stationary over the course of the lag-adaptation period. Specifically, the neural responses evoked by the stimulus presentation arrived at different phases of the 1 Hz oscillation (Figs. 4A, B). In the non-zero lag adaptations (A200V and V200A), phases of the 1 Hz oscillation shifted in opposite directions in visual and auditory cortices whereas in the control condition (S), no phase shifts were observed (Fig. 4C). Within a given block, stimuli presented at the beginning of the adaptation were identical to those presented at the end: as previously reported, and consistent with the steady stimulation, no significant differences were observed when contrasting the evoked responses at the beginning and at the end of a given lag-adaptation period (Fig. 2). If neural entrainment was a passive neural response, no changes in the preferential phase would be predicted. Hence, the observed phase shifts in the entrained oscillatory response suggest an active modulation of the entrained 1 Hz oscillation not easily accounted for by the unchanged event-related responses.

Additional analyses were performed supporting the independence of evoked activity and neural oscillatory phase shifts. If the evoked responses impacted the phase of neural oscillations at 1 Hz, a similar pattern of phase shifts in neighboring frequency regions should be found by virtue of evoked response being fixed-latencies and strongly phase-locked signals. Weak-to-no phase locking and no significant phase shifts were observed for 2 or 3 Hz neural oscillations (Supplementary Fig. S2).

**Encoding of subjective timing in the phase of neural oscillations**

Our main hypothesis states that shifts in the phase of neural oscillations during adaptation may reflect active changes in subjective timing. To test this, we compared the shifts in the phase of neural oscillations with perceptual reports (Figs. 5A, B). Consistent with previous reports on TOJ paradigms (Love et al., 2013; Van Eijk et al., 2008), the average PSS value in the zero-lag adaptation condition (5) was biased towards sound-leading asynchronies: on average, participants required the auditory event to lead the visual event by 38 ms to consider them as simultaneous (Fig. 5B). Following lag-adaptation to A200V and V200A, participants required the sound to lead the visual event even more with PSS values of −87 ms (significant main effect of lag-adaptation: F(2,30) = 10.1, p < 0.001, significant contrast PSSA200V − PSSV200A: p = 0.002) and −69 ms (PSSV200A − PSSA200V: p = 0.03), respectively (Fig. 5B). Thus, in both A200V and V200A, the sound needed to be heard before the visual event to be perceived as simultaneous, but shifts in perception were more pronounced in A200V than in V200A (PSSA200V − PSSV200A: p = 0.01). From a neural processing point of view, these results suggest that auditory activity may be delayed during lag-adaptation and/or visual analysis advanced in time. As seen in Fig. 4C, the average phase shifts during A200V and V200A lag-adaptations were consistent with these predictions: lag-adaptation leads to a negative shift of the phase of auditory entrained oscillation i.e. the 1 Hz response in auditory cortex shifted forward in time; conversely, the phase of the visual entrained oscillation positively shifted suggesting that the 1 Hz entrained response shifted backward in time.

It is noteworthy that while the direction of the PSS shifts observed after lag-adaptation to A200V was consistent with seminal reports on temporal recalibration (Fujisaki et al., 2004; Vroomen et al., 2004), the PSS following V200A lag-adaptation did not shift in the direction predicted by seminal temporal recalibration effects. Nevertheless, the latter finding remains consistent with other lag-adaptation reports (Miyazaki et al., 2006; Yamamoto et al., 2012) and major differences in experimental design including the choice of task and the absence of re-adapting trials in the TOJ assessment task could account for these differences (Cai et al., 2012; Yamamoto et al., 2012). Specifically, remote and recent stimulation histories are known to bias in opposite ways the perception of incoming stimuli (Chopin and Mamassian, 2012) and consistent with this, PSS shifts are distinctly influenced by the presence or the absence of re-adapting trials (Cai et al., 2012). Here, we did not include re-adapting trials during the TOJ blocks and stimuli were randomly chosen between −316 ms and +316 ms, hence the primary influence on lag adaptation was the remote stimulation history i.e. the lag-adaptation trials.

Here, we used lag-adaptation to generate shifts in an individual’s subjective timing. As expected, a large inter-individual variability was observed in the individual’s default PSS (control S, zero-lag adaptation) and in the propensity of an individual to temporally adapt to desynchronized AV stimuli (Figs. 5A, C). In order to test whether the shifts in the phase of the 1 Hz neural oscillation were commensurate with subjective simultaneity, we capitalized on this inter-individual variability and compared individuals’ PSS with the shifts in the entrained neural oscillation in each sensory cortex. Strikingly, the
Oscillatory entrainment and jitter procedure. In all lag-adaptation blocks, AV stimuli were presented at a rate of 1 Hz ± 100 ms. The temporal jitter was introduced to prevent full neural response time-locking and enable the dissociation of the oscillatory component from the evoked response (Lakatos et al., 2008). In both (A) and (C): one participant’s superimposed single trial data (black) with the visual evoked response (red) at the end of A200V in visual cortex (A) and in auditory cortex (C). As can readily be seen in these two examples, the time-locked averaging of one stimulus (at zero) prevented to see the evoked responses of the preceding and following stimuli (which would be expected at about −1 and +1 s, respectively). As predicted, the temporal jittering procedure massively reduced the temporally adjacent evoked responses. Despite the absence of evoked response at −1 and +1 s, a clear single-trial oscillatory component at 1 Hz could be seen in both sensory cortices. In both (B) and (D): Frequency power spectra of neural responses in visual (B) and auditory (D) cortices for all lag-adaptation blocks. After 1/f correction (see Section 2.5.4.), a significant 1 Hz peak was readily observable (on sample t-test against Ho = zero power, p < 0.01) in both sensory cortices. No significant differences in 1 Hz power were observed between the beginning and the end of the lag-adaptation periods irrespective of the experimental conditions. In visual cortices (panel B): S: t(15) = 0.7, n.s.; A200V: t(15) = 0.05, n.s.; and V200A: t(15) = −0.7, n.s. In auditory cortices (panel D): S: t(15) = −1.8, n.s.; A200V: t(15) = 0.05, n.s.; V200A: t(15) = 1.7, n.s.

Phase shifts of the 1 Hz auditory oscillatory neural response significantly correlated with participants’ subjective simultaneity whereas no such correlations were observed in visual cortices (Fig. 6). Specifically in auditory cortex, the more negative the phase of 1 Hz neural oscillation, the more the sounds needed to lead visual events to be perceived as simultaneous. Thus a negative shift in phase, which corresponds to a forward neural timing i.e. a delay of 1 Hz auditory activity in time, is associated with a shift in perceived simultaneity towards auditory-lead asynchronies. Note that shifts in perception and shifts in neural timing change together in coherent directions: a delay in auditory processing as measured by a negative phase shifts should correspond to a perceived delay in auditory event timing; thus to perceive simultaneity the sound needs to be advanced in time i.e. the PSS is shifted towards auditory-lead asynchronies. Conversely, a positive phase shift moves the processing of auditory events backward in time thereby sounds have to lag visual events to be perceived as simultaneous. As reported in Fig. 6, the slope of the regression between perceived timing shift and neural timing shift was 1.2, suggesting that neural timing and perceived timing shifts are quantitatively similar. Additionally, the obtained regression predicts that a zero-phase shift in the 1 Hz neural oscillation observed in auditory cortex (i.e. stationarity or stable phase preference through time) should map onto a PSS of −45 ms. This value was very close to the mean PSS obtained experimentally in the control condition S (namely, −38 ms).

Overall these results suggest that AV simultaneity relies on asymmetrical cross-talks between auditory and visual sensory cortices, namely: auditory cortices actively adjust the timing of auditory events to match that of visual inputs.

Discussion

Shifts in perceived AV simultaneity following lag-adaptation (Fujisaki et al., 2004; Miyazaki et al., 2006; Vroomen et al., 2004; Yamamoto et al., 2012) have been hypothesized to originate from mechanisms capable of adjusting the neural processing time across sensory modalities (Fujisaki et al., 2004; Moutoussis and Zeki, 1997; Stone et al., 2001; Sugita and Suzuki, 2003; Zeki and Bartels, 1998). In support of this hypothesis, our study reveals that such mechanisms may be implemented as phase shifts of neural oscillations: contrasting the sensory responses before and after AV lag-adaptation provided no evidence for a latency code hypothesis and instead revealed significant phase shifts of the entrained 1 Hz neural oscillations. Crucially, it is the phase shifts of the auditory response that linearly predicted participants’ shifts of subjective AV simultaneity and no systematic mapping was found between visual responses and subjective AV timing. The present findings thus suggest that auditory cortex temporally calibrates its window of analysis with respect to vision and that event timing linearly maps onto the phase of entrained neural oscillations.

Neural oscillations as pacemakers for the encoding of time

The “internal clock” is a prominent model of time perception which is classically composed of a pacemaker (ticking mechanism), an accumulator (of ticks) and a counter (Church, 1984; Treisman, 1963). Of particular interest here, the pacemaker consists of an oscillator ticking at a frequency that can be modulated depending on the temporal properties of sensory stimuli (Buhusi and Meck, 2009; Treisman, 1984; Treisman...
et al., 1990, 1992): specifically, external temporal regularities can impose modulations of the pacemaker frequency so as to entrain the internal clock (Treisman et al., 1992). Similarly, intrinsic neural oscillations match the temporal scales of perceptual phenomena (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Roopun et al., 2008; van Wassenhove, 2009; Wang, 2011) and can be entrained to external rhythms (Rees et al., 1986; Regan, 1966). As such, neural oscillations have been hypothesized as natural pacemakers for conscious time estimation (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Pöppel, 1997; Treisman et al., 1990; Varela et al., 1981). However, within this framework, a major problem for the brain is to determine when events occur with respect to its internal frame of reference. Our results suggest that the timing of events could automatically be encoded in the phase of a recruited pacemaker or entrained oscillation (thereby acting as a temporal frame of reference for cortex) and that the variation of the pacemaker's phase over time results in variation of perceived timing.

A canonical role for the phase of intrinsic and entrained neural oscillations?

It is noteworthy that we specifically targeted the delta range using neural entrainment or frequency-tagging. EEG studies have previously tested the idea that the order of visual events was coded in the phase of the alpha oscillatory component (Gho and Varela, 1988) and recent studies have pointed out to the role of theta/alpha in temporal visual illusions (Chakravarthi and Vanrullen, 2012; VanRullen et al., 2006).

These studies suggest that intrinsic oscillations are recruited for the encoding of events in the absence of external temporal regularities. Recent hypotheses further extend the notion that the phase of low-frequency neural oscillations is crucial for the encoding of order – for instance with the implication of the theta band in working memory (Lisman and Jensen, 2013) – or even for temporal parsing – for instance, in speech (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012). The temporal encoding mechanisms described in our experiment are de facto constrained by the rhythmicity of the external inputs; in turn, however, the encoding of event timing may capitalize on the temporal features provided by external stimulation to build a temporal reference frame or pacemaker consistent with the rhythms provided by the external sensory world. While delta oscillations have been previously linked to temporal predictability (Stefanics et al., 2010), further investigations need to be done to test their implication in the encoding of event timing when no rhythmic stimulation or external temporal reference frame is provided.

Evoked activity and attention to time

Latency-based descriptions of cognitive functions classically use event-related potentials/fields (ERP and ERF, respectively) to describe the timing at which mental operations take place in cortex (Coles and Rugg, 1995; Madl et al., 2011). The auditory and visual evoked responses were thus expected to partly reflect participants’ perceptual shifts in AV simultaneity taking place during lag-adaptation. However,
and surprisingly, no significant changes in the amplitude or in the latency of the evoked responses were observed in the course of lag-adaptation, albeit clear visual modulations of the auditory responses were seen. Previous EEG studies using auditory and tactile stimuli during a TOJ task reported amplitude modulation (McDonald et al., 2005) or latency shifts (Vibell et al., 2007) of the evoked sensory responses as a function of which sensory modality was attended. It was notably reported that attention could speed up the processing of the attended sensory modality. Here, no systematic changes in the evoked profiles were observed suggesting that during lag-adaptation participants equally paid attention to the auditory and visual events as per task requirements (cf. methods).

Although the lack of significant lag-adaptation suppression (Grill-Spector et al., 2006) of the evoked responses was surprising, it is classically known that attention can attenuate the effect of neural suppression (Gazzaley et al., 2005). Here, participants were asked to pay attention to any deviants presented in the auditory, visual or audiovisual modalities during lag-adaptation. The lack of repetition suppression in both sensory cortices may thus be an index of successful attentional orienting. Here, no systematic changes in the evoked profiles were observed suggesting that during lag-adaptation participants equally paid attention to the auditory and visual events as per task requirements (cf. methods).

The current experimental design did not allow us to dissociate the factor of predictability and expectation but these observations provide an alternative speculation, namely that paying attention to time may alleviate neural lag-adaptation.

One relevant point here is the integrative vs. segregative nature of the task with regard to multisensory processing: experimental paradigms using multisensory integration have classically reported an increase of sensory evoked responses, for instance when using the sound-induced flash illusion (Mishra et al., 2007; Watkins et al., 2006). In a TOJ task however, the segregation of auditory and visual information is a pre-requisite for successful ordering of auditory and visual events in time. Participants were repeatedly presented with AV lags at an entrainment rate consistent with automatic multisensory integration (Kösem and van Wassenhove, 2012): as such, audiovisual binding was reinforced in this task and an increased evoked response would have been expected. However, and at the same time, a decrease of the evoked responses was expected by virtue of neural suppression (Grill-Spector et al., 2006). Hence, one possible explanation for the absence of significant modulations of the sensory evoked responses in the course of adaptation is the competition between the integrative and segregative processes in this particular experimental design. Additional work will be required to further address this working hypothesis.

**Phase of neural oscillations: encoding time (or space?)**

Multisensory integration is known to capitalize on the spatiotemporal coincidence of sensory events (Colonius and Diederich, 2010; Meredith et al., 1987) and visual capture of auditory spatial representation is a
Neural oscillations: multiplex encoding of information

Our results suggest that, in cortex, the phase of neural oscillations may provide an automatic means to flag events in a brain’s referential time — i.e. provide the needed brain-centric view of time (Scharowski et al., 2013). The encoding of spatiotemporal information in the phase of neural oscillations has been described in the hippocampus in which mechanisms of phase precession encode spatial locations as the animal navigates in a maze (Buzsáki, 2002; Lisman, 2005; Skaggs et al., 1995). Phase precession mechanisms may not be exclusive to hippocampal networks nor to spatial processing and may serve a more general purpose such as encoding events for working memory while preserving temporal order (Lisman, 2005; Lisman and Jensen, 2013). In particular, the content of a sensory event is encoded by the neural assembly firing within a certain gamma cycle (Lisman, 2005; Lisman and Jensen, 2013) while the relative timing of the event is encoded in the phase of the theta oscillation (Lisman, 2005; Lisman and Jensen, 2013).

In cortex, low-frequency neural oscillations are known to regulate the excitability of neural ensembles such that specific phases of low-frequency neural oscillations are associated with periods of high and low neuronal excitability (Buzsáki, 2010; Lakatos et al., 2008; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009): the phase of low-frequency neural oscillations modulates the power of high-frequency neural oscillatory responses, a mechanism known as phase-power or cross-frequency coupling (Canolty et al., 2006). Neural synchronizations in higher frequency ranges (e.g. gamma range, >40 Hz) provide a reliable index of feature binding within and across sensory modalities (Arnal et al., 2011; Engel et al., 1991; Roelfsema et al., 1997; Senkowski et al., 2008; Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999). In multisensory integration, low-frequency neural oscillations (delta, 1–2 Hz) play a crucial role in the temporal selection (Besle et al., 2011; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Lakatos et al., 2008; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009) and in the integration of AV information (Fiebelkorn et al., 2011; Kösem and van Wassenhove, 2012; Luo et al., 2010).

Hence, the phase of low-frequency oscillations may provide the fine-grained temporal resolution needed for the segregation of AV event timing and conscious timing while preserving integration processes through neural synchronization (necessary in building the mental representation of a multisensory AV object).

In such scheme, the informational chunking operates over an oscillatory cycle by eliciting temporal windows of high neural excitability for system would not act as a timer per se; rather, the distance of auditory events would be actively made compatible with visual inputs to form an integrated AV percept. Hence, shifts in AV simultaneity may reflect the compensation of temporal delays in audition. Such mechanism would predict what we observed, namely that the entrainment of auditory and visual cortices is asymmetrical when attention is directed to the timing of events (i.e. to the dominant sensory modality for timing, namely audition); it also predicts that response times for audition (but not for vision) vary during AV delay exposure (Navarra et al., 2009) as well as the correlation between reaction times and visual to auditory phase-reset previously described (Thorne et al., 2011). Our results further support a recent discussion on the functional asymmetry between the sampling of acoustic and visual information over time (Thorne et al., 2011), namely: while the visual system may naturally rely on endogenous rhythms (e.g. alpha oscillations, Gho and Varela, 1988; Jensen et al., 2012; VanRullen and Koch, 2003; Varela et al., 1981) and overt sampling (e.g. (micro)saccades, Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009), the auditory system may necessitate temporal-locking to incoming acoustic inputs to accurately represent information over time (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Henry and Obleser, 2012; Stefanics et al., 2010; Thorne et al., 2011). Hence, while visual timing may rely on an internally generated temporal reference frame, audition may require the establishment of a temporal reference frame on the go and locked to the temporal statistics of the auditory environment.

---

Fig. 6. Phase shifts reflect subjective timing. Individuals’ PSS were plotted as a function of the difference in mean instantaneous phase (end minus beginning in a given lag-adaptation period) in auditory (A) and visual cortices (B). Each data point corresponds to an individual duplet, namely: the mean phase difference obtained in a given lag-adaptation period (S: black; A200V: red; V200A: green) and the associated individual’s PSS measured during the following TOJ block. A linear regression was computed on a per individual basis between the mean PSS and the circular mean of the instantaneous PSS measured during the following TOJ block. A linear regression was computed on a per individual basis between the mean PSS and the circular mean of the instantaneous PSS measured during the following TOJ block. A linear regression was computed on a per individual basis between the mean PSS and the circular mean of the instantaneous PSS measured during the following TOJ block. A linear regression was computed on a per individual basis between the mean PSS and the circular mean of the instantaneous PSS measured during the following TOJ block.
integration (Panzeri et al., 2010; van Wassenhove, 2009), while the phase of neural oscillations provides the temporal stamping operation needed to preserve the timing of operations in parallel systems. As such, the same informational content can be encoded in a multiplexed manner with (i) integration operating on those sensory attributes used in the building of an internal object (Engel and Singer, 2001; Treisman, 1996) while (ii) segregation – or temporal stamping – provides the automatic encoding of event timing. Such temporal encoding framework comes in support of intrinsic and non-dedicated models of time perception over small time scales (Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007). Our further data converge with recent findings showing that accurate phase encoding of the temporal structure of sensory events affords predictability (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Stefanics et al., 2010) and support recent phase-coding approaches in computational neurosciences (Nadasdy, 2010).

Conclusion

We showed that perceived simultaneity linearly maps onto the phase of neural oscillations in the auditory cortex. Our findings complement recent findings showing that accurate phase encoding of temporal event structure affords predictability (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Stefanics et al., 2010) and enhances task performance (Busch et al., 2009; Monto et al., 2008; Neuling et al., 2012; Römei et al., 2012; Varela et al., 1981). Our results further suggest that mechanisms analogous to phase precession in the hippocampus may be used in cortex for the encoding of event timing. Specifically, the phase of slow oscillatory activity in sensory areas may provide a canonical means to organize sensory inputs in time. Future work will address the possibility that a canonical function of neural oscillations is the encoding of event timing serving the emergence of psychological time.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2014.02.010.
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